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Agenda 
 
1. Welcome and Introductions--what are folks working 

on, reading and thinking about? 
2. Elizabeth Long will present and lead a discussion on 

concepts and tools from Behavioral Economics and 
Behavioral Science which can be used to enhance 
established SBC formative research and design 
approaches. 

3. Workplan, Updates and Announcements 



Welcome and Introductions 

• What’s new with you?  
• What are you reading?  



Incorporating Elements of 
Behavioral Economics into SBC 
Design 

2 March 2017 
Elizabeth Long, DTA Innovation 



Outline of Discussion 

 Introduction to Behavioral Science (BSci) and Behavioral 
Economics (BE) 

 Synergies with SBC/BCC/IEC/SBCC 

 Overview of incorporating BSci into SBCC program design 
using HC3’s framework 

 Working example: BSci applied to the issue of malaria 
prevention 



What is Behavioral 
Science (aka BE)? 



What color is the shape? 











BLUE 



Duck or rabbit? 





Do defaults save lives? 

Johnson, E. J., & Goldstein, D. (2003). Do defaults save lives?. Science, 302(5649), 

1338-1339.  



Two questions… 

What happens when you go to the grocery store 
hungry? 

What about when you are tired or stressed, do 
you make the same decisions? 

 I don’t always eat healthy/sleep under a 
bednet/exercise/(insert your own example here) 
so when I design a program, how can I assume 
that other people will? 



Sleeping under a bednet 

Knowledge of 
benefits of 

sleeping under a 
bednet 

Intention to sleep 
under a bednet 

Sleep under a 
bednet 



Sleeping under a bednet 

Knowledge of 
benefits of 

sleeping under a 
bednet 

Intention to sleep 
under a bednet 

Sleep under a 
bednet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With bsci it’s important to remember that intentions do not equal actions. There can be a time lag between the intention and the action, and the new context is very important. It’s just how we talked about with condom use or going to the grocery store hungry- being in a different emotional state or being in a heightened emotional state means you can take a very different action, regardless of how strong you were in your previous emotional state.



Sleeping under a bednet 

Knowledge of 
benefits of 

sleeping under a 
bednet 

Intention to sleep 
under a bednet 

Sleep under a 
bednet 



Behavioral Science or Behavioral 
Economics 

Behavioral Science includes… 
 Behavioral Economics 
 Psychology 
 Anthropology 
 Sociology 
 Decision Science 
 Health Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bsci is evidence based. It’s based on scientific studies to identify the biases that we have and the majority of solutions, or as I will call them “tools”, are also tested rigorously using RCTs.



Synergies between SBC and Behavioral 
Science 

This slide was adapted from a similar slide on the BERI website. 

• Change social 
norms 

• Change attitudes, 
perceptions, values 

• Persuade 
• Use of marketing 

campaigns 
• Use of theatre 

• Optimize timing of 
information provision 

• Remove obstacles to 
making decisions, 
based on existing 
preferences 

• Create commitment 
devices 

• Simplify decisions 
• Use defaults 

• Provide or 
reframe 
information 

• Harness social 
norms or 
pressure 

• Harness 
emotions 

SBC 

HCD 

BSci 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s get down to the nitty gritty of a little bit more about Bsci and how it relates to SBC/BCC/IEC/SBCC.I just talked about “reframing information” and I imagine that many of you thought “well that’s something SBCC does.” Is Bsci taking credit for SBCC? The answer is no, it shouldn’t be.I know that a lot of the people on this call are really brilliant SBCC experts out there. So there’s a tendency to think that because all of our organizations have SBCC experts- some of us may even be SBCC experts- that we know how to design programs and communication strategies to improve healthy behaviors. Behavioral science is not meant to replace a well-designed SBCC strategy- THIS IS KEY- it is meant to enhance it. In some cases it borrows from traditional SBCC approaches- so there is overlap like the example of reframing I just talked about- but BSci also introduces new tools to the toolkit of helping people follow healthy behaviors. Additionally adding in an element of human centered design, which I’m not going to talk about much today, is crucial. Both are meant to compliment traditional SBCC programming.Behavioral science and HCD complements an SBCC strategy and helps overcome the gap between intentions and actions. I’m going to go through a handful of evidence-based examples that improved immunization in the field of immunization, and then talk about some evidence based examples that improved healthy behaviors in other international health fields.But before we talk about the tools, let’s take a peak into the mind of a caregiver and a community health worker…



HC3’s Designing a SBCC Strategy 

1 • Analyze the Situation 

2 • Audience 

3 • Communication Objectives 

4 • Strategic Approaches 

5 • Positioning and Strategy Outline 

6 • Implementation Plan 

7 • Monitoring and Evaluation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about a traditional way to think of a program. I’ve used the HC3 program design outline here. I’m not going to focus on all of the steps here because Bsci does NOT replace traditional SBC/BCC programs. It’s about looking at questions of why healthy behaviors aren’t occurring and looking at them through a new lens. There are definitely some people out there that think BSCI is the solution, but that’s not the case. Bsci in my opinion is another tool in the toolbox of encouraging healthy behaviors and helping people follow through on healthy behaviors.Bsci can be used in program design so it should come in at the formative stage when you are working on understanding the problem and designing an intervention. And I use the word intervention instead of BCC campaign because sometimes a Bsci or HCD intervention will not be what we think of as traditional communication- it could be redesigning the waiting room to make it more friendly and welcoming for people to wait in. Or or could be changing how options are provided or giving out something like non-monetary (or even very small monetary) incentives.But the majority is the same. For example, thinking of the audience is the exact same step you would do with any SBCC program- you can segment your intervention or have it for everyone, depending on the context and the situation.



Step 1: Analyze the Situation 

People are 
suffering from 

malaria 

Standing 
water near 
compound 

Not clearing 
water 

consistently 

Spraying 
campaign 

Not sleeping 
under bednets 

Do not have a 
bednet 

Provide nets 

Do not know 
the benefits 

Education 
campaign 

Not seeking 
care within 24 

hours 

Large distance 
to clinic 

CHWs with 
RDTs and ACT 
in each village 

Do not know 
benefits 

Education 
campaign 

Not taking full 
course of 

medication 

Do not know 
the benefits 

Education 
campaign 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very rough design of why people are still suffering from malaria. It’s not perfect, I am very aware of that- it is overly simplistic. This is just meant to demonstrate a possible way to get at the ROOT CAUSES of some of the reasons why individuals within a community are suffering from malaria. The boxes with the blue background work through the causes and the boxes with the orange backgrounds are some potential ideas for interventions. And when I write “education campaign” that could mean Let’s take the first set of issues: “standing water near the compound”, “not clearing water consistently”, “we could do a spraying or cleaning campaign”
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Standing Water: Tools 

Lack of 
social 
proof 

Limited 
attenti

on 

Procrastinati
on 

Cleanin
g takes 
effort 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take the first set of issues: “standing water near the compound”, “not clearing water consistently”, “we could do a spraying or cleaning campaign”Behavioral science asks the question: what behavioral biases are occurring that could prevent an individual following through on their intention to remove standing water from their compound, other than just them knowing that they should? That is, if we start from the fact they know that there are benefits of getting rid of standing water near their home, what else could be happening.Inattention- I have other things on my mind when I come back from a long day harvesting and I don’t notice there is standing water.   There’s a great video online called the gorilla test in which people are asked to count how many passes of a basketball a team in white shirt makes when there is also a team in black shirts. About half way through the video a person in a gorilla suit walks through the teams passing the ball. Very very few people seethe gorilla because they are focused on other things. This is the same thing- humans just don’t always notice things, especially when we are in familiar surroundings.Lack of social proof- I see water around other people’s homes. This opens up a thought process and mental questions- if they’re not doing it then maybe I don’t have to do it. Maybe there was new information that I haven’t heard and I don’t want to ask because I don’t want to look like I don’t know something. Or maybe I only have to clean the compound sometimes and now it’s okay to have water around. Whatever the thought process is, seeing that other people aren’t doing it means that someone else will be less likely to do it as well.Procrastination- Humans- especially me!- are lazy. Why do something today when I can put it off until tomorrow? If we don’t have something scheduled or if we don’t have a set date or reminder on when something has to be done, it makes it easier for us to put off doing it until tomorrow. And that tomorrow turns into another tomorrow. And by then the mosquitos have breed and there are lots of hungry baby mosquitos.Cleaning takes effort- it’s as simple as that. And because it takes effort and it’s one more thing that a busy individual has to do, in addition to getting water, getting fuel or cooking, washing the children, taking care of animals, … people have busy lives and clearing standing water is one more thing that people have to do.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s think about some tools that Bsci could provideIn a perfect world, this would be an iterative processes and it would involve HCD- it would possible include building user personas to build empathy with the individuals whose behavior you are trying to influence. It could also involve codesigning solutions with these individuals, which is hard but not impossible. People understand human behavior better than we realize!Inattention- Neighbors help each other to identify standing water or someone in the community comes around and talks with individuals. In some countries there are individuals that actually go around and point out mistakes, which can cause annoyance on the part of the individual who has to do the cleaning. But instead of being told their compound is dirty, if they are reminded that now is a time to look for water on their own and fix it, that could be a more empowering conversation.Lack of social proof- Comparison to neighbors or neighboring communities without specifically calling out people can be a motivator. On electricity bills in California PG&E has been providing average electricity usage for similar households as a motivator to provide social comparisons and for people to conserve electricity.Procrastination- Reminders or set days for cleaning. So it’s scheduled and becomes a routine. You see you neighbors doing it on that day or someone comes around to remind you on that day so you don’t procrastinate.Cleaning takes effort- Nonmonetary incentives for clean compounds such as certificates. You could even utilize a behavioral trait called “loss aversion”. Loss aversion is the idea that humans feel losses more than gains- so loosing something we have earned feels worse to us than gaining something. So that means we might work harder to keep something we think that we already own. So starting everyone with a clean compound, possible through a community day to get rid of standing water everywhere, and giving people certificates which they would then loose at the end of the season if they didn’t keep their compound clean. Certificates or even gold stars can be powerful motivators. We all love knowing that we’re doing a good job!



Not using bednet: Behavioral Biases 

Hot cold 
empathy gap 

Hassle 
factors 

Optimism 
bias 

Mental 
models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take the second set of issues:Hassle factors to obtain bednet- Maybe an individual missed the distribution campaign. Or maybe their net ripped badly enough that they were not able to repair it. So they need to get another net, and they know they are given out free at monthly immunization clinics and that they are eligible because they have a child under 5. But the immunization clinic is an hour walk and a hassle to go to when there are many other things to do. Small hassles can inhibit even important behaviors. That’s why the famous bsci intervention in India was so effective- it was giving out a small bag of rice at immunization clinics and that small bad of rice was enough to overcome the hassles associated with increasing immunization rates. It wasn’t that the mother didn’t know the benefits, it was just that going to the clinic had hassles.Identity bias- Or maybe she is ashamed that her net is ripped and everyone will know it’s ripped. And no one knows now because no one goes into her room except her husband. And the nurses may tell her she’s a bad mother for not having a net now. Or maybe other people will think that when they see her at the clinic asking for a net even if the nurses don’t say that.Hot-cold empathy gap- Of course I’m going to sleep under it but it’s hot and I’ve had a long day. So while I fully had the intention of sleeping under a net, tonight I am hot and the net makes me hotter so I’m not going to put it down.Mental models- the last net I had was scratchy and it gave me rashes if I slept under it too much. They say this net is better, but it looks the same as the last one. So I’m going to sleep under it sometimes but not every night because I don’t want to get a rash.Optimism bias- Uncertainty and inability to weigh risks- I know mosquitos cause malaria and that they bite mainly at night, but not everyone in the village gets malaria. There is uncertainty here, and that opens the door to an inability to see reality. So therefor, of course it won’t happen to me… I’m not going to get sick. I will be fine.



Not using bednet: Tools 

Hot cold 
empathy gap 
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? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take the second set of issues:Hassle factors to obtain bednet- make them easier to obtain. Just like moving RDTs and ACT to CHWs community Hot-cold empathy gap- default is that bednet is down so there is effort to putting it upMental models- social proof of rashes, iterative learning games Optimism bias- 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at all the behavioral biases!



“Nudging” 

 The term “nudging” is frequently used to refer to the entire 
field of behavioral economics or behavioral science 

 Nudging is a tool, it is not a behavioral bias. 

 In order to apply it, it has to address the specific bias 
otherwise it won’t have the desired (or possibly any) effect! 

 Nudging is not about manipulating people 
 Choice is not taken away but options can be framed or 

presented in a different way that makes it easier to an individual 
to choose a healthier option 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idea is that you introduce a hassle factor or mental effort when you want to discourage a behavioral- like putting cigarette behind the counter- and you eliminate hassle factors or mental effort when you want to encourage a behavior.Defaults are frequently called nudges. Fruit at the checkout lines instead of candy.



Closing 

 Behavioral science is one tool of many tools in the SBC world 

 There is so much happening in the gap between intentions 
and actions that can help most people to healthier behaviors. 

 Most applications of behavioral science to global health- 
including using classic nudges- are underexplored! 

 



Thank you! 

For questions, contact Elizabeth Long at 
elizabeth@dtainnovation.com 



Workplan updates 
 

  
•  Formative research costing and timing 
•  Seeking Volunteers to present – Journal Club 
 



Announcements / Save the Dates 
Realize: Gender Equity and Diversity for Social and 
Behavioral Change March 28-March 31, 2017 
Washington, DC 
 
CORE GROUP Spring Meeting: Integrated 
Approaches:  The SBC Key to Community Health 
April 20-21, 2017  

 



THANK YOU! 

Thanks for your participation 
in the FSN Network SBCTF!   
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